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Can wind lidars measure extreme winds?     
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Abstract Fig 3: Probability density function (PDF) of the time difference of the maximum.             
wind speed between cups and lidars
Site assessment often requires knowledge of the complete wind conditions
     
,
including some information regarding extreme events such as gusts wind speed,
i t d h d di ti h M i d f tincremen s, spee s ear an rec on s ear. oreover, w n arm opera ons can
benefit from pre-detection of possibly damaging extreme events This article.
describes some preliminary efforts within the SafeWind project, aimed to identify
the possible added value of using wind lidars to detect extreme wind events.
Exceptionally good performance is now regularly reported in the measurement of
th i d d ith i d lid i fl t t i F t b le mean w n spee w some w n ars n a erra n. or ur u ence
measurements recent theoretical work has revealed that the components of the,
Reynolds stress tensor are subjected to significant spatial attenuation and
contamination by the cross components of the horizontal and vertical wind speed- .
Thus with the conical scanning of the lidar and velocity azimuth display technique,
f i d t i i t b l t t ibl B t ho process ng a a, prec s on ur u ence measuremen s are no poss e. u ow
faithfully do wind lidars measure extreme wind events? Our study uses mast and
wind lidar data from a flat terrain site. The ZephIR is used as a continuous wave ZephIR WindCube
lidar and the WindCube as a pulsed lidar The data analysis consists of cup lidar. -
comparisons of Fig 4: Comparison of the gust factors.      
1 the mean wind speed. ,
2 the maximum wind speed. ,
3 probability distributions of the time difference of the maximum wind speed and. ,
4 variation of the gust factors with mean wind speed and atmospheric stability. .
W i h d h f h diff d i bl de exam ne to w at egree eac o t e erent ev ces are a e to etect
extreme events compare the distributions to those obtained using cups and,
attempt to identify the differences in the measurements of the extreme events
b t d lide ween cups an ars.
Objectives
To answer the research question, “Can wind lidars measure extreme winds?”          
R ltesu s
GF vs mean wind speed GF vs Atmospheric stability       
W h b i f fl i i H D k O l he use t e o servat ons rom a at terra n test s te at øvsøre, enmar . n y t e
Th t f t i d fi d )(),( TuTuG τ −easterly (50⁰ 150⁰) and westerly (230⁰ 300⁰) winds are considered to avoid e gus  ac or s e ne  as,
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T
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uσmast and wind turbine wakes.
Fig. 1: Comparison of the mean wind speeds between cups and lidars
Conclusions
           
1 Th l ti f th i i d d f b th lid i it hi h (>. e corre a on o e max mum w n spee s or o ars s qu e g
90%); for the WindCube the correlation is larger than that of the ZephIR.
2 The PDF of the time difference of the maximum wind speed suggests that most.
of the time both lidars (particularly ZephIR) do not see the same maximum
event This may suggest that the surprisingly high correlation of the maximum.
wind speeds may be due to the influence of different components of the
Reynolds stress tensor.
3 F [1] h th l ti. rom , we ave e re a on,
2∫ )( dkkFk 111GF ∝
)( dkkF∫ 11
From [2] we understand that both lidars are subjected to significant spatial
Z hIR Wi dC b
,
i ff d h f h R ld dep n u e averag ng e ects an t e components o t e eyno s stress tensor measure
by lidars contain contributions from all other components of the Reynolds stressIn order to obtain a reasonable dataset for comparison of the e treme inds it is
t E t 80 f th Wi dC b / 1 h f th
x w ,
ensor. .g. a m, or e n u e σuwc σusonic ≈ , w ereas or enecessary to have a good correlation of the mean wind speeds between lidars and
ZephIR σuQQ / σu i ≈ 0 7 This influences the gust factor More theoretical workB th lid filt d ith t t th i t t d lid son c . . .is req ired to ded ce firm concl sionscups. o ars are ere w respec o e a r empera ure, an ar u u u .availability For the ZephIR extra filtering is carried out for the low cloud heights. ,
Note: The above results apply only to a flat terrain site For complex terrain we expect the results to beusing the ceilometer observations at Høvsøre. The data availability for the ZephIR . ,
differentis abo t 44% hereas for the WindC be it is abo t 60% .u , w u u .
Fi 2 C i f th i i d d i 10 i i d Further workg. : ompar son o  e max mum w n  spee  n a -m n per o  
1 A theoretical analysis of the wind velocity gust factors measured by lidars and.              
cups/sonics within the framework of [1] and [2].       
2 More data analysis of extreme wind speed and wind direction shear.           .
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